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GIRLS’ HIGH  SCHOOL & COLLEGE ,PRAYAGRAJ 

SESSION- 2020- 2021 

WORKSHEET – 2 

CLASS 6 A-E 

GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

NOTE- Parents kindly ensure that the student answers the question  by referring  the pictures and hints 

given below. They can also take the help of internet. 

 

Arrange the jumbled letters given in the bracket and answer the following.    

 

1._________ is the result of sudden break within the upper crust of the Earth, which  may  lead to the 

vibration of the ground.(THERAQAUEKS)  

 

2 This is a type of natural disaster during which lava flows that may cause harm following the explosion 

of the volcano or falling rocks._________.(LANICCVO UREITONP)  

 

3 .This is usually caused by a powerful Earthquake, under water explosions, landslides .It is one of the 

deadliest types of natural disaster.(SUTANMI)  

 

4.__________ occurs when a region doesn’t receive enough rainfall which leads to severe deficiency in 

the water supply.(TGHOURD)  

 

5. ____________ are violent ,rotating, funnel  shaped clouds that usually extend from thunderstorms to 

the ground.(OTRANODES) 
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6_____________ are usually caused when the  volume of water within a lake ,river or other body of 

water exceeds the total capacity of the body.(LOODFS)  

 

7.___________( also called a  snow slide) is an event that occurs when a cohesive slab of snow lying 

upon a weaker layer of snow fractures and slides down a steep slope.(ALVANHCEA)  

 

8.______________ are large fires which often start in  wild land areas .(WLID RSEFI)  

9 .A __________ is a widespread scarcity of food caused by several factors including war, inflation ,crop 

failure ,population imbalance or government policies.(AFMNIE)  

 

10. ______________ a violent ,short – lived weather disturbance that is almost always associated with 

lightning ,thunder ,dense clouds  ,heavy rain or hail and strong gusty winds. (DRETHNUTSROM)  

 

 

        

 

••••END•••• 

 

 An earthquake happens somewhere every single day. The U.S. Geological 

Survey (USGS) estimates that 500,000 detectable earthquakes occur in the world each 

year. 


